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Fully Custom Head/Body/Eyebrow morph
1 Natural Skin
1 Toxic Skin
5 Natural Makeups
5 Toxic Makeups
5 Eye Colors
2 Character Presets for quick load

:: 20 Poses ::
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10 Standing
10 Sitting/Laying

INSTRUCTIONS
:: Character ::

She was once a human, but a terrible accident rendered her Toxic.
This is the character Amara Dulcis/Toxica. You can have the human version, or the Toxica super-villain
(and I probably don't need to say, this set works in tandem with the Climbing Death Outfit/Heavy Metal
Add on, as everything was designed together)
You will find the character files located in Characters/Damage Inc/Toxica
The first two files you see are character presets. These will load all respective morphs and materials
you need to make said character. You can opt for Amara (the human) or Toxica (the super-villain)
Next in the list are full skin loads. There is natural, or Toxic skin. These are full materials, so they will
load everything all at once.
From there, you will see eye options – these load only eye materials
Up next are lip options. There are three that change the gloss on the lips (low gloss, which makes the
gloss nearly non-existent, Med gloss which is exactly how the rest of the mats are, and xtra hi to make
them ultra glossy) They will only control the gloss (so you don't have to worry about reloading
textures) There are also rough and smooth options, to make the lips... well... smooth or rough (rough is
how they are set in the rest of the material files) Again, these will only control the bump settings, so
no need to reload textures.
And next are makeups, 5 which are natural and 5 are toxic. And these will only load lips and face. Of
special note, you can actually load the natural skins with the toxic makeups and vice versa (as they are
done in such a way, you can mix them up if you want)
Last but not least... one final set of options- SSS Controls. By default, the SSS is at 33%. these options will
crank it up to different levels (Low is 33%, which is default and matches the rest of the materials
exactly - Medium is a midway point at 65% -Hi is 100% ) Also of note, these options will not change maps,
so no need to reload textures. They will also not control the lip gloss and lip smooth/rough, so
those settings will remain as you had them. Also note, the medium and high SSS will tint the character
blue in your scene. Don't fret... this is normal. At high SSS levels left as default, it will make the
character too red. The blue in these two options offsets that and renders it back to normal skin tones.
The SSS low version does not have the blue tint, (it is more of a light beige) as it was practically
negligible in that instance (but would have made the skin slightly too green) Also note, you will want
to load all your materials first, and then use the SSS controls (as the original mats will default it back
to 33%)
Also of note: You need to own either V6 or V4's uv's (the set supports either of those) You will notice
there are materials in the character folder (which are set to V6) and also, a V4 folder inside the
character folder with them. The materials in that folder work with V4's uv's (this will automatically
switch when the materials are applied) The reason for both, is to minimize the chance people may have
to go out and buy one, because they don't own the supported uv's. I will, however, say that the V4
version has a greater detail/less distortion than the V6 version, because this is what the textures were
designed on, and the conversion to V6 process does strip some of the detail out and stretches other
things. It's relatively minimal, though, and will be completely negligible when rendering further back.
The morphs are located on Genesis too, and you can opt to dial them up. The full “Amara Dulcis” shape,
loads everything (including the brows) which makes her into Toxica. But there are partial morphs
(head, body and brows) so you can dial in only what you want. The brows are really what makes her look
evil... so if you are wanting something not so very evil, I would use the preset or dial in just the head
and body manually.
Morph locations are as follows:
Amara Head morph is located in: Head/Fantasy SciFi
Amara Body morph is located In: Actor/Full Body/Fantasy SciFi
Amara Eyebrow Morph is located in: Face/Brow/Fantasy SciFi
Amara Dulcis Full Morph is located in: Actor/People/Fantasy SciFi

Poses:

There are also 20 poses included, to give her more... character. The first 10 of these are general
standing poses. 11-20 are sitting or laying poses. They work standardly, as any pose does – simply
select Genesis 2 Female and click the pose.
The poses also account for the high heeled foot for the boots in creeping death, as well as the
rest of the clothing pieces. If using them without the boots (ie: with just stockings, or barefoot)
you will need to zero out the feet.

ADD-ONS:
Creeping Death Outfit:
This outfit was created to work in tandem with this set, to give you an outfit covered in
nightshade flowers and vines. Her supervillain costume so to speak (but it can be used as just a
pretty/sexy outfit)
Heavy Metal:
This is a set that expands Creeping Death even more, giving you metallic and leather options for
all the clothing pieces, so you can have a bit of an edgier character. The mats in this set are also
separate, so you can mix and match them with themselves, or even with the separated materials in
the clothing pack itself, giving you a massive amount of possible combinations.

:: other notes & requirements :

Genesis 2 Female is required, but you don't need morph sets to use this character (as its fully custom)
This set was designed to be an addition to Azraella and Frostbite (as part of my comic book
character series) The character is named Toxica... and she is most definitely an evil super villain
(but really.... she can be whatever you want her to be)

texture resolutions:
Character skin textures are 3500 x 3500

promotional credits:
●
●
●

Return to the enchanted forest by Stonemason @ DAZ
Stefania hair by 3Dream & Mairy
Alien Plants @ DAZ

:: quick reference troubleshooting :
• No known issues

For further details on what is mentioned here, please see each section in the pdf.

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

